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Introduction
Emotet is a trojan typically employed as part of phishing campaigns as a first
stage RAT on compromised endpoints. Even given the range of threat actors
who employ this tool, in the recent months there has been significant turnover
in new Emotet variants in the wild. Commonly, Emotet arrives in a network as a
Microsoft Excel sheet attachment in a phishing email. These Excel sheets typically
contain a malicious macro that connects to a C2 server to download a binary for
further system infection. We encountered a number of samples that use octal and
hexadecimal versions of the C2 addresses to obfuscate samples from basic string
based static analysis and evade detection. Some sample use a macro that drops
a PowerShell script to download a DLL version of Emotet. The downloaded DLL
connects to another set of C2 for data exfiltration.
We will dive into Emotet’s activities observed in the wild, mapping IOCs and TTPs to
the cyber kill chain and the MITRE ATT&CK framework, as well as taking a deeper
dive into an Emotet sample from a recent campaign to understand how some of its
code features exhibit themselves in endpoint behaviour. A list of IOCs and Threat
Hunting queries related to this analysis is provided at the end to support your threat
hunting efforts.

Affected Platforms
Machines running Windows
operating system
Threat Type
Data exfiltration, remote access
Impacted Parties
Windows users
Impact
Data exfiltration
Security Level
Critical
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Initial Access and Execution
The primary initial access vector observed by the FortiGuard Responder team for Emotet-based intrusions is phishing. Phishing
campaigns involving Emotet differ in complexity; some are sent as replies from legitimate emails from compromised mailboxes.
Others copy legitimate-sounding emails to decrease the chances of being flagged as malware. Commonly, these phishing emails
arrive with an attachment containing a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or with an embedded malicious link to an external provider
hosting a malicious Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
The figure below is a screenshot of a malicious Microsoft Excel document used in a recent Emotet campaign. By default,
Microsoft Excel prevents the execution of macros. Once the user opens the spreadsheet, Microsoft Excel will show a security
warning that macros have been disabled (visible at the top of the window). The spreadsheet is designed to look legitimate and
contains simple instructions on how to unlock the document.

Figure 1: Example of a malicious Microsoft Excel document used a part of a Emotet campaign.

The macro code is further obfuscated in the document hidden within the Excel page. The code in the cells containing the macro
code is still not visible as the font color is set to white to hide it from plain sight. Highlighting the cells or changing the font color
reveals the malicious script embedded in the spreadsheet, as shown below in Figure 2.
The batch file content hidden in one of the cells, specifically in cell A75, is shown in the following figure. Once the malicious
spreadsheet is opened, and the macro is enabled, it will drop and execute a malicious batch file in c:\ProgramData folder. In the
sample analyzed by the FortiGuard Responder team, the filename of the dropped bat file is cbjwektde.bat. As can be seen from
the snippets in Figure 2 the batch commands written to this file are obfuscated, likely to avoid string-based detection during
basic static analysis.

Figure 2: The content of a batch file hidden in a cell.
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Analyzing Dropped Batch Script
Looking at the content of the malicious batch file in the following figure, we can see some commands such as “dir,” “echo,” and
“SET.” The batch file also contains randomized and base64 strings.

Figure 3: The content of a batch file with randomized and base64 encoded strings.

The batch file is obfuscated with padding variables and large, random variable names. After removing theses padding variables
and further normalizing the variable names we can more easily analyze the purpose of the contents. Figure 4 below shows that
the batch file contains a PowerShell script with base64 encoded commands.

Figure 4: PowerShell script with base64 encoded commands.
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Analyzing Embedded PowerShell Script
The figure below shows the decoded PowerShell script. The script contains a list of URLs with randomized filenames. Within the
loop, the script will download a DLL file from each link and save it using a randomized DLL filename. If the DLL file is downloaded
correctly, the malware executes it using rundll32.exe. An interesting aspect of this section of code is that it highlights that the
function name is randomized except for the first letter being an 'f.' This is useful as it allows us to generate a more focused threat
hunting query using this fixed element of the command line arguments for the child ‘rundll32.exe’ process that can be used to
identify process creation events related to execution of the downloaded dll.

Figure 5: Decoded PowerShell script, of note are the hardcoded C2 URLs, the randomized filename for the downloaded dll and the rundll32.exe
process call.

C2 Connections
As seen in Figure 5 above the embedded PowerShell script loops through an embedded list of URLs and tries to download a
malicious Emotet DLL from the following links. A list of the C2 URLs is shown below in Table 1. We can also see in Figure 6 that
the URLs are tagged in Fortinet CTS system as Emotet.
C2 URL
http://althyplane[.]com/wp-admin/ELWa8YcOqlJn/
http://dreamdancefactory[.]clnetworktv[.]com/zegsgpzq/CT75/
http://ajkersomaj[.]com/wp-admin/ThBwKpUbIffmrepRg/
http://1asehrgut[.]com/dup-installer/3vESrkJAS97l/
http://dreamcityloveaffair[.]com/60bv5/RG9Kb1qRlQ/
http://dreamproductionsfl[.]com/tmw8t/Szjjcj5mU1ZA/
http://dreamcityimprov[.]com/d5759pd/yzbV45v1nY/
http://delmarpropertyservices[.]com/nw1t8jj/NUrSuFyX6P/
http://batumi4u[.]com/nwj7iw/jgiK2uwhsu/
http://blasieholmen-staging[.]tokig.site/b/SOcGvzIi31HDg/
http://climate[.]thecedarcentre.org/cgi-bin/3eseeNZ/
http://changeyourcommunitynow[.]com/s1hf7qm/TqcrwYcOiqV8fWA
Table 1: C2 Connections URL table chart.
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Figure 6: CTS showing the URLs are tag as Emotet.

As of this writing, some links are not working anymore, and some are not downloading the DLL files properly. Only one link,
“http[:]//delmarpropertyservices[.]com/nw1t8jj/NUrSuFyX6P/”, is still working, and a DLL file is properly downloaded. The
downloaded file has a SHA1 hash value of 57ff6fdc592002da81744a95d42f1ae2e096f5fd.

Initial Execution of the Downloaded Emotet DLL
When the downloaded DLL executes (via rundll32.exe), it loads the resource named ZAPS, as shown in Figure 7 below. From
static analysis of the ZAPS resource, we can see that its content is encrypted indicating that it will likely be dynamically
decrypted during execution (sample of encrypted ZAPS resource shown in Figure 8 below). To start this decryption process,
Emotet allocates a new section of virtual memory using VirtualAllocExNuma API. This API is not commonly used but it works
similar to the more common VirtualAlloc API. A rarely used API can also be used as a defensive mechanism to avoid security
applications that monitor common APIs.

Figure 7: Code snippet from the Emotet dll showing the loading of the ZAPS resource.
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Figure 8: The ZAPS resource is encrypted within the file and is dynamically decrypted into memory on execution.

Following the allocation of memory to the hosting rundll32 process the dll will dynamically decrypt the ZAPS resource. The
decryption routine is shown in Figure 9 below. Notice how decryption is performed on a per-byte basis. When analyzing the
previously allocated memory space following decryption of the ZAPS resource we can see an executable header indicating
successful decryption. A snapshot of the decrypted in-memory resource can be observed in Figure 10 below.

Figure 9: Decryption routine for the encrypted ZAPS resource.
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Figure 10: Partially decrypted content of the resource.

DllRegister Server function
Following decryption of the embedded ZAPS resource the malware calls the DllRegisterServer and runs the newly decrypted
code directly from memory. This section of code connects to the Emotet C2 servers. However, in another layer of obfuscation,
the IP addresses are not hard coded within the malware code. The following section explains how the IP addresses are resolved.

Resolving C2 Addresses
The IP address of the C2 servers are not directly observable within the malware code. A series of byte manipulation and
computations are performed to resolve the embedded IP addresses dynamically on execution. Figure 11 below shows just part of
the computation used by the malware to compute for the necessary hex bytes needed for the IP addresses.

Figure 11: Partial computation to manipulate the hex byte version of the IP addresses.
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IP addresses are broken into chunks and converted to hex with each chunk being stored throughout the in-memory executable’s
code. An example of this can be observed in Figure 12 below for the IP address ‘102.131.62[.]48’. Chunks of the hex byte version
of this IP address, 68h.83h.3e.30h, are found in the memory locations: 0043FA44h, 0043FA3ch, 0043FA30h, and 0043FA40h,
respectively. The malware uses the exact memory locations of each of these hex chunks when it generates the rest of the
IP addresses for its C2 servers rather than referencing a single location holding the IP address. Once all the chunks have
been retrieved the hex byte version of the IP addresses is converted to its regular format using the _snwprintf function with a
“%u.%u.%u.%u” string parameter as shown in Figure 12 below.

Figure 12: Memory block that contains the hex bytes for the embedded C2 IP addresses.

Once the IP address has been resolved to its regular format, it will be saved to another memory block, as shown in Figure 13
below. The malware resolves all IP addresses before it tries to connect to each one of them.

Figure 13: Partial memory locations of the resolved IP addresses and a list of embedded C2 IP addresses.
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Embedded C2 IP addresses extracted from the analyzed sample can be found in the IOC section at the end of this article.
The malware uses InternetOpenW, InternetConnectW, HttpOpenRequestW, and HttpSendRequestW APIs to connect to the C2
servers pointed by the IP addresses as seen in Figure 14 below. Shown below in Figure 15 is the sample cookie used by the
malware when connecting to the C2 servers.

Figure 14: APIs used to connect to the C2 servers.

Figure 15: A sample cookie used when connecting to the C2 servers.
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Persistence
This Emotet variant creates another copy of the downloaded DLL file with a randomize filename, such as “opgiirujnlfbh.zxi”,
and drops it in %APPDATA% folder. It then creates a startup registry entry as C:\WINDOWS\SysWOW64\rundll32.exe "C:\
Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Oqegoduosmvnw\opgiirujnlfbh.zxi",gQIKUT for persistence. An example of this registry change is
shown below in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Registry persistence created by the analyzed Emotet sample.

Conclusion
Some Emotet variants conceal their C2 server addresses by using octal and hexadecimal versions found in some of the excel
variants. The Emotet variant discussed in this article connects to C2 servers to download a DLL that further connects to a
different list of C2 servers for exfiltration and C2. It also hides the C2 addresses within the PowerShell script used in the sample
discussed above.
The downloaded DLL also has a different trick for concealing the C2 addresses. Initially, the core malware is stored as a resource
within the downloaded DLL. The resource is loaded and decrypted to run within the current context of the malware. Afterward, it uses
a simple byte manipulation to hide the IP addresses from a static analysis. The malware connects to the C2 servers for exfiltration.
Emotet continues to be an effective tool employed by threat actors to gain access to victim environment. Security products that rely
on signature-based detection such as antivirus software will struggle to provide effective protection from new Emotet variants due
to the evasion techniques employed as part of Emotet. Modern endpoint detection and response (EDR) solutions such as FortiEDR
will detect and mitigate all observed malicious behavior associated with Emotet installation and execution, effectively protecting a
targeted endpoint even when a user falls for a phishing email. Other modern EDR products may provide similar protections as long as
they analyze behavior rather than atomic indicators like file hashes and static signatures within analyzed files.
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Associated Threat Hunting Queries
The following threat hunting queries can be used in FortiEDR v5 Threat Hunting to identify potential anomalous events
associated with Emotet malware.
MITRE.TechniqueID: ("T1071.001") AND Type: ("Socket Connect") AND Source.Process.Name: ("powershell.
exe") AND Source.Process.CommandLine: ("\-enc") AND RemoteIP: ("208.109.42.210" OR "70.39.234.249"
OR "134.119.0.96" OR "23.215.176.115" OR "103.159.36.130" OR "188.130.25.202" OR "74.119.239.234" OR
"192.64.113.114" OR "139.162.216.39" )

To search for execution of the dropped file, “cbjwektde.bat”. Note that this query can be modified to look more generically for
batch file created in the ‘programdata’ directory. This modified query may allow for the detection of future Emotet variants but
will need to tuned:
MITRE.TechniqueID: ("T1071.001") AND Type: ("Socket Connect") AND Source.Process.Name: ("powershell.
exe") AND Source.Process.CommandLine: ("\-enc") AND RemoteIP: ("208.109.42.210" OR "70.39.234.249"
OR "134.119.0.96" OR "23.215.176.115" OR "103.159.36.130" OR "188.130.25.202" OR "74.119.239.234" OR
"192.64.113.114" OR "139.162.216.39" )

To search for the creation of the dropped file, “cbjwektde.bat”.
Type: ("File Create") AND Source.Process.Name: ("EXCEL.EXE") AND Target.File.Name: ("cbjwektde.bat")
AND Target.File.Path: ("ProgramData\\cbjwektde.bat")

To search for malicious downloaded DLL file:
MITRE.Tactic: ("Command and Control") AND MITRE.Techniques.Technique: ("Ingress Tool Transfer") AND
Type: ("File Create") AND Source.Process.Name: ("powershell.exe") AND Target.File.Path: ("ProgramData") AND Target.File.Ext:("dll") AND Source.Process.CommandLine: ("\-enc")

To search for network connections to C2 servers from downloaded DLL (more IPs can be included):
Type: ("Socket Connect") AND Source.Process.Name: ("rundll32.exe") AND Source.Process.CommandLine:
("DllRegisterServer")

To search for registry entry for persistence:
Behavior: ("Persistence") AND Source.Process.Name: ("rundll32.exe") AND Source.Process.CommandLine:
("DllRegisterServer") AND Registry.Path: ("HKCU\\Software\\Microsoft\\Windows\\CurrentVersion\\
Run") AND Registry.Name: ("dll")

MITRE ATT&CK
TA0001 – Initial Access
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1566

Phishing

Phishing email is the common vector that Emotet used to get into the
system.
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TA0002 – Execution
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1059.003

Command and Scripting
Interpreter: Windows
Command Shell

Emotet uses cmd.exe to execute its batch file such as "cbjwektde.bat"

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1059.005

Command and Scripting
Interpreter: Visual Basic

Emotet cointains macros used to connect to a C&C to download a malicious
DLL.

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1059.001

Command and Scripting
Interpreter: PowerShell

Emotet uses PowerShell commands to download and execute a malicious
DLL.

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1204.002

User Execution:
Malicious File

Emotet has relied upon users clicking on a malicious document delivered
through phishing email.

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1547.001

Boot or Logon Autostart
Execution: Registry Run
Keys/Startup Folder

Emotet adds a registry entry C:\WINDOWS\SysWOW64\rundll32.exe "C:\
Users\katniss\AppData\Local\Oqegoduosmvnw\opgiirujnlfbh.zxi",gQIKUT

TA0003 – Persistence

TA0005 – Defense Evasion
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1027

Obfuscated Files or
Information

Emotet has obfuscated macros to hide the URL and PowerShell scripts.

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1027.002

Obfuscated Files or
Information: Software
Packing

Emotet uses custom packers to hide its payload. It also has obfuscated IP
addresses within the malicious DLL code.

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1041

Exfiltration Over C2
Channel

Emotet connects to C&C server to download a malicious DLL, and also
connects to a different list of C&C server for possible data exfiltration.

TA0010 – Exfiltration
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IOCs
Indicator
Description

Indicator

Indicator Type

Associated
Tactic

emotet.xls

450b0fb07f13fefcb68f0512fd87a5880ef172c7

SHA1 Hash

Execution

Excel file that drops
the emotet batch file

cbjwektde.bat

bf1171da149442a511a946ded726b94c1ad7cf85

SHA1 Hash

Execution

Batch file dropped by
emotet.xls

2144806717.dll

57ff6fdc592002da81744a95d42f1ae2e096f5fd

SHA1 Hash

Execution

Downloaded DLL

Installation URL

C00610EB7B4EB81CC71C96CF3BC5B5055E82F235

SHA1 Hash

Execution

Second stage KiXtart
dropper

Installation URL

http[:]//dreamdancefactory[.]clnetworktv[.]com/
zegsgpzq/CT75/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//ajkersomaj[.]com/wp-admin/
ThBwKpUbIffmrepRg/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//1asehrgut[.]com/dup-installer/3vESrkJAS97l/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//dreamcityloveaffair[.]com/60bv5/
RG9Kb1qRlQ/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//dreamproductionsfl[.]com/tmw8t/
Szjjcj5mU1ZA/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//dreamcityimprov[.]com/d5759pd/yzbV45v1nY/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//delmarpropertyservices[.]com/nw1t8jj/
NUrSuFyX6P/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//batumi4u[.]com/nwj7iw/jgiK2uwhsu/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//blasieholmen-staging[.]tokig.site/b/
SOcGvzIi31HDg/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//climate[.]thecedarcentre.org/cgibin/3eseeNZ/

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

Installation URL

http[:]//changeyourcommunitynow[.]com/
s1hf7qm/TqcrwYcOiqV8fWA

URL

Installation

Host domains for
Emotet DLL

C2 address

159.69.43[.]124

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

45.79.80[.]198

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

Notes
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C2 address

207.148.81[.]119

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

128.199.192[.]135

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

118.98.72[.]86

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

217.182.143[.]207

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

168.197.250[.]14

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

116.124.128[.]206

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

78.46.73[.]125

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

185.148.168[.]15

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

195.154.146[.]35

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

85.214.67[.]203

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

194.9.172[.]107

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

59.148.253[.]194

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

210.57.209[.]142

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

54.38.242[.]185

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

195.77.239[.]39

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

159.69.237[.]188

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL
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C2 address

104.131.62[.]48

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

62.171.178[.]147

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

142.4.219[.]173

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

66.42.57[.]149

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

78.47.204[.]80

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

190.90.233[.]66

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

54.37.228[.]122

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

185.168.130[.]138

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

191.252.103[.]16

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

37.59.209[.]141

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

185.148.168[.]220

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

37.44.244[.]177

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

203.153.216[.]46

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL

C2 address

45.13.132[.]26

IP Address

Command and
Control

C2 contacted by
the Emotet DLL
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